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WHOLESALE JEWELRY FROM THAILAND

Shop our Ready Stock for only $1,000 with a few days of order preparation. Hong Factory, Thailand’s most trusted manufacturer, offer over 10,000 designs of quality marcasite & silver collection to choose from. And if you can’t find what you’re looking for, get in touch and we can tailor to all your needs.

Welcome to our Made-to-Order service of our wide-range designs with the minimum order amount at $2,000 and Moq 5 pcs per design. Choose the color gemstone and size at your choices. The production time is app. 30-45 days. Browse our latest catalogue (click here) to discover an unlimited exquisite collection of Marcasite & silver jewelry and request a quote in just one click.
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DESIGN AND CREATION


With every exquisite jewelry that we offer, a distinct difference can be found that exemplifies the principles of creativity and excellence. Intricate designs are infused into each piece to add a sense of character that contributes to its individuality.















GEMS SELECTION


All of our gemstones have been handpicked by our team of experts to ensure their quality. We believe in sourcing our gems from the reputable gems cutters that carefully cuts each piece using a qualified grade that contributes to establishing an affordable price without a loss in magnificence.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP






With every one of our designs, a defined sense of craftsmanship will instantly be recognized. Our pieces are cultivated by experienced masters who add just the right touch of modern, yet timeless features that allow for years of excellence. Each design is performed in house so that we can personally oversee each procedure and guarantee its quality.


























QUALITY COMMITMENT






To fulfill our mission of supplying only the absolute best pieces, we have dedicated ourselves to implementing an extensive system of quality checks that are put into place during every stage of the curation process. These all come together in the end to produce jewelry that exemplifies complete perfection.
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A GLOBAL OEM & ODM PARTNER WHOLESALE JEWELRY 

The focus of our team here at Hong Factory is to become your sole source for all aspects of the silver jewelry production process. With years of experience in manufacturing custom-design jewelry for global brands, we are committed to consistently meet and exceed our customers’ expectations in terms of cost, quality, timing and customer support. Our company has established our position as a leader within the industry by providing pieces of pristine beauty that have been produced using a system backed by strict NDAs and customer service that caters to your every need or desire.
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360° DEGREE COMMITMENT

Our success is rooted in a complete commitment to our customers that has a foundation in innovative designs that implement advanced production methods along with superior customer service that achieves our goal of going above and beyond for the sake of our customer’s happiness and satisfaction.
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CUSTOMER-ORIENTED

Regardless of the specific desires of our customers, no matter how big or small, we are able to help. Our team of dedicated designers will work closely with each of our customers to grasp the entirety of their needs and, in turn, produce a design that transforms their vision into a breathtaking reality.
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OPTIMIZED PROJECT MANAGEMENT

With years of experience working in the industry, our talented project managers have the resources and knowledge necessary to ensure the effectiveness of each project that we take on. From establishing strict deadlines that our team will meet to keeping the flow of the manufacturing on track, our project managers will ensure that our customers have an experience that is based around efficiency.










How To SAVE MORE By Buying Direct From the Manufacturer? Focus on the 3 Options:









CUSTOMIZATION

It’s an elegant, affordable way to start your private label, and it’s free of all costs.

Learn More >>







PRE ORDER

Discover Hong Factory’s exquisite jewelry design and get volume discount off Pre-order items.

Learn More >>







CLEARANCE SALE

Upto 50% off in Jewelry Clearance section, Now find exceptional savings on premium items.

Learn More >>
































RING SIZE CHART






This guide offers two methods of measuring for your ring size. If you already own a ring or have managed to obtain one from the person that you are buying the wholesale ring for, simply measure the inside diameter of the ring and match the size to the chart.






Click















JEWELRY CATEGORY























Jewelry Ring


CLICK ME
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Jewelry Earring


CLICK ME
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JEWELRY SET
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WATCH
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JEWELRY SET
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BEST SELLER COLLECTIONS
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How To Find The Best Wholesale Jewelry Supplier For You In Thailand

If you know Thailand, then you know that Thailand is a jewel paradise. Jewelry making is cultural. It has been practiced for centuries. The jewel fairs of Thailand attract thousands from all over the world yearly.

Thailand has the world’s largest reserve of silver, so naturally, it’s the best place to look for wholesale jewelry at high quality without much loss to your pocket. The fact that the materials: silver or gems are sourced locally makes for the availability of stock and cheaper than to be found in other countries.

So if you’re are interested in finding the best wholesale jewelry supplier in Thailand, here is what you should be looking out for.

What Do You Want To Make?

Obviously, this determines much of what you do in the business.

Pieces of jewelry come in different shapes, colors and sizes. You can’t have them all. If you’re just starting, you should be looking at what material of jewelry you would want to go into.

Majorly, there are two types of jewelry made in Thailand and all over the world: fashion and fine jewelry.

Fashion jewelry is cheaper as it is made from more inexpensive materials such as brass, wood, or leather. It’s pretty trendy. You could make much out of it.

Fine jewelry, on the other hand, is gold, silver, platinum. It’s more expensive but classic.

Are you looking for diamond rings? Necklaces? Which materials do you want them to be based on?

For instance, if you got out looking for silver jewelry, you’re obviously looking for good quality. Sterling silver being silver at its best, should at least be 92.5% pure silver mixed in an alloy. You’re looking for silver stamped with a .925. If it’s not stamped, it’s probably not Sterling silver.

If you are out to find quality silver, try out Hong Factory silver jewelry manufacturers. They are one of Thailand’s oldest hands in silver jewelry. Whatever form you want your Sterling silver in, they deliver. Their craftsmanship is unique. They keep to time too. They have bases all over Thailand. If you’re in Bangkok, you can find them at 180 Charoen Krung Rd, Bang Rak, Bangkok 10500.

They offer up to 50% off in the jewelry clearance section.

Do Some Research Into The Background Of The Company

The consequences of working with a jewelry supplier who is not legitimate are catastrophic. You can’t afford to be tricked by the fraudster. Therefore, do thorough research into the background of the company. Scour the website, look at the descriptions of materials for anything off. Does the company have any physical location? Are they registered?

Have they been tested and trusted? How is the company run? What is the number of their employees?

What are the testimonies of customers? Have they even been audited? That is a persuasive clue that a company is legitimate.

Also, finding a company that operates an exchange or refund policy or gives you a guarantee of 100% money return could be a hint of legitimacy. Plus, it makes you feel safer.

People should also be careful about traders who say they would only do business with them when they put out large orders. Many businesses like this are suspicious, and people can waste a lot of money on products they don’t want.

You could spare yourself these however if you go for the already established names in Thailand jewelry manufacturing like Hong Factory and ELF925.

How Much Is It?

Remember you’re in this business to make money. So when you’re looking for a jewelry manufacturer, you go to look out for those with prices that let you keep a reasonable mark up. It’s no sense losing more than you make.

Therefore, don’t limit yourself to a particular supplier. Compare quotations from various suppliers. Your dream prize could be out there.

Although, being cheap shouldn’t become an end to itself. Unrealistic low prices can be a sure sign of counterfeit products. Seek for those within the average range. Avoid the cheapest as you would avoid the most expensive. It isn’t beneficial if it’s worth little. Among the average prizes, check out the companies with the better services. How does their Private labeling work? What are their discount and clearance rates?

Don’t forget customer care. Do they really care about your needs to a personal level?

Make a list, keep ticking off until you have only those ideas left.
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